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While writing this text I noticed the gold Figaro chain on my wrist, which I was given as a present
by my grandmother for my baptism. Chains are a good present for babies, since they can be
adjusted as your wrist grows. She forgot to have my name engraved on the little plaque, which
makes it an anonymous, mysterious yet understated ornament. It’s a petite object of affection and
at the same time signifies a strong tie, a sense of belonging and fealty that goes beyond its
aesthetic qualities. 	
  
	
  
Traditionally, chains are functional objects, means of connection between objects, animals and
people, made out of one or more interlinking loops joined together. They can be open or closed,
subtle filigrees or monumental launching chains. They can tie, imprison, oppress. But they can
also lift weights, pull, fasten, secure, transfer power and connect. Even when used as ornament,
they retain a symbolical reminiscence of their traditional values and belie the simplicity of their
construction through multiple associations.	
  
	
  
This group exhibition of gallery artists and invited international artists offers a variety of
perspectives on the chain and the narratives surrounding it. Carrie Dickens’ piece has a distinct
tactile quality. In contrast with the historical role of chains as constraining tools, it is here almost a
caressing, comforting agent that gently adapts itself to the body of the wearer. Less
accommodating are Sophie Hanagarth’s bracelets, at once archaic and organic, intimidating and
sexy, ostensibly alluding to a celtic torc, a hair braid or a handcuff. Noon Passama plays with the
modular structure of the chain, conferring unexpected dynamisms and expressivity to its classical
configuration. 	
  
	
  
Hyperlinks are symbolized by a chain, identifying this archetypal design motif as the base of our
fractured and decentralized way of representing and understanding the world. Even if today chains
are often networks rather than linear constructs, the timeless concept of the chain is as
contemporary as ever.
Valentina Bin, 2016	
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